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Topic #3 

The Crises in Ethiopia 

1. Background Information 

Ethiopia, an eastern African country, has a rather peculiar system of government. The 
country is divided into ten regions, each ruled by a different ethnic group. The regions then 

form a federation together. 
The conflict broke out in November of 2020, after the Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed ordered 

a military offensive against regional forces in one of the regions – Tigray. The Prime Minister 
(who won a Nobel Peace Prize in 2019 for ending a long-going territorial dispute with Eritrea) 
removed some of the leaders of the Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) due to their 
alleged corruption charges. In the meantime, the very popular Prime Minister, founded a new 
party – the Prosperity Party. Despite the Nobel Peace Prize. Consequently, he is seen by his 
critics from Tigray as someone who is trying to centralise power and hence destroy the federal 
system currently in place. 

A final act of defiance was Tigray’s decision to hold its own election in September, despite 
being told otherwise by the central government which shut down any and all election due to 
the Covid-19 outbreak. This was the ultimate breaking point. After this, the Prime Minister 
was labelled as illegitimate by the Tigray’s government and the Prime Minister declared the 
Tigray’s government as equally illegitimate. One of the many sad results of this dispute was 
and to this day still is a civil war which was ultimately inevitable. As the UN reports, there has 
been many civilian casualties and many more people have been forced to leave their homes 
in Tigray, consequently, became refugees and are currently facing immediate danger. 

As of now, it is rather unclear how the conflict will unfold going forward as it only occurred 
quite recently. Nevertheless, the damage caused here is already quite severe. Sadly, it is quite 
possible it has a potential of growth and the humanitarian crises might increase in size. 
Additionally, there is a concern the conflict could provoke some more ethnic tensions in 
another Ethiopian region.  

At the moment, it does not seem the conflict is about to get resolved any time soon, 
because neither of the parties interested is willing to step back and therefore provide a space 
for fruitful negotiations.  
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2. UN Involvement 

The UN has been, as of now, unable to grasp the entire scope of the conflict because the 
humanitarian community has been rather unable to get outside the major cities. The 
countryside could be significantly worse. In January of this year, nearly 60 thousand people 
have left their homes in Tigray and many of them might have ended in neighbouring Sudan. 

The Security Council is still about to adopt a resolution regarding this topic. Nevertheless, 
they are monitoring the situation closely, providing the international community with 
background information. 

 

3. Questions to Consider 

• Is your country providing any crucial aid to the region? 

• Is your country supporting the UNHCR? 

• Is your country a former colonial power (in Africa)?  

• Does your country have any strategic interests in Africa? 

• Is your country providing any weapons to the region? 
  
 


